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Abstract. The paper proves that a historical method in Marxism is not identified to a dialectical 
method. The logic of history and the logic of its analysis in Marxism do not always coincide. The Logical 
coincides with the Historical only in eternity as it actually occurs in the works by G.V.F. Hegel. Eternity 
which has already witnessed everything does not know history any more. In the same way, history also 
begins there where the eternity comes to an end. Therefore, artificial identification of the Logical with the 
Historical in Marxism led sometimes to actual mistakes. It is no wonder that it has always caused discussions 
in Marxism. They are mainly explained by the fact that the deductive, abstract-to-concrete method 
in which the “General” appears before the “Concrete” is an anti-historical method in its Nature. In real 
human history the “General” which is generalization of many “Concrete” could not appear before the latter 
in any way. For this reason, the real historical materialism needs an inductive method of knowledge. 
Only in that case historical materialism will cease to remain the soviet “histmat” and becomes the real form 
of a new world outlook. 

The author is of the opinion that the Party spirit of the Soviet philosophy promoted preservation 
of the anomalies mentioned in Marxism. The open discussion could help to find valid but not inherited from 
Hegel relation of historical and logical methods in Marxism. 

Key words: methodology of social science, historical materialism, historical method, dialectical 
method 

AN EXISTING PROBLEM 

The question in article heading is not so simple, as it can seem. At least because 
of the fact that K. Marx never used the term “historical materialism”. He argued about 
“materialist conception of history”, about the fact that “social being” of a man defines 
his “public consciousness”. The term “historical materialism” was put into circulation 
by F. Engels (1). And in favour of the new self-name of Marxism it has not been 
furnished by any proof. And nevertheless already from the end of the 19-th century 
these terms became actual synonyms and continue to remain synonyms till now. 

MARXISM AND A METHOD 

From the point of view of F. Engels: “But Marx’s whole way of thinking [Auf-
fassungsweise] is not so much a doctrine as a method” [2. P. 461]. This feature of 
Marxism was underlined also by Vladimir I. Lenin. As he said, “...Marx and Engels laid 
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the emphasis in their works rather on dialectical materialism than on dialectical 
materialism, and insisted on historical materialism rather than on historical materialism” 
(Italics of Vladimir I. Lenin — А.А.) [3. P. 329]. And the unity of dialectic and a his-
torical materialism in Marxism is also provided by the unity of their methods. After all 
according to F. Engels: “The logical method of approach was therefore the only suitable 
one. This, however, is indeed nothing but the historical method, only stripped of the 
historical form and of interfering contingencies” [4. P. 475]. 

Such an identity of a system and method as well as identity of logical and historical 
forms is perceived till now in philosophy as locus classicus Marxism. 

IDENTITY OF LOGICAL AND HISTORICAL METHODS 
AS ANOMALY IN MARXISM 

However, do the logic of history and the logic of the analysis in Marxism always 
coincide? Let's consider, for example, process of emergence of the industry as it is 
presented in the “Capital”. Concerning working on the “Capital” K. Marx wrote himself 
that “What was of great use to me as regards method (K. Marx's italics — A.A.) of 
treatment was Hegel's Logic at which I had taken another look by mere accident...” 
[5. P. 249]. But in George Gegel's dialectic logic “abstract” form always precedes 
“concrete”, one therefore the subsequent form does not simply reveal but, as a matter 
of fact, defines the substance of the previous one. 

We see that the same scheme, actually, is also present in K. Marx's “Capital”. 
The industrial capital appears after the trade capital, later than, — hence internal “logic” 
of development of the trade capital is generation of the industrial capital. That is why 
K. Marx classifies this process as an epoch of “primitive accumulation”. And meanwhile, 
accumulation of the capital in itself cannot automatically cause emergence of the indus-
trial capital. According to Pierre Brizon, after discovery of America “Annually over 
300.000 kilograms of silver and about 7.500 kilograms of gold was brought to the Euro-
pean markets” [6. P. 103]. However it has only brought down the prices, and did not 
give birth to the industry in this space of time. 

K. Marx represents business in such a way as though usurers and merchants 
as the most important economic figures of early capitalism have only dreamed to be 
engaged in the industry, but they lacked money for this purpose. However, it is unclear 
what reasons could force merchants and usurers all at once to be engaged in the industry 
which is in all respects more troublesome and expensive than trade and usury. In our 
country, experience of initial accumulation of the capital in “dashing nineties” demon-
strated the fact that it is easier to get the profit in trade than in the industry. However, 
since a certain historical moment the merchants and usurers began investing money 
in the industry. The reason is that they were just forced to do it because of the fall 
of profit out of their old business. 

Trade development creates the industry not because of the fact that, eventually, 
accumulates money for this purpose. But due to the circumstances that is why that 
three-mast galleons and caravels have made mass consumption, of goods unused before. 
Henceforth only those goods become exclusive, that is superprofitable, which can not be 
found in as finishest articles: that was reason manufactories development. And “primitive 
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accumulation of capital” has simply just speeded up this process. For the same reason 
the big money received by Europe from trade with America has been spent on de-
velopment of plantations of exotic agricultural crops, such as tobacco or coffee, but 
not all on the organization of manufactories. 

One more example. From the point of view of historical materialism should also 
speak economic relations of the primitive society for themselves. But K. Marx, being 
guided by the same Hegelian logic, considers them in substance as “value in itself”. 
Eventually, they generated value, i. e. their essence. It is more than that. On the basis 
of the “value in itself” existing in the primitive relations K. Marx builds all the classi-
fication of society. However nobody of Marxists in the world has this paid attention 
that we deal with just a “negative” definition of the primitive economic relations. As we 
know, this is true but insufficient. It is all the same if the name the leaves on trees 
to name “not black”. 

IDENTITY OF LOGICAL AND HISTORICAL METHODS 
AS SOURCE OF DISCUSSIONS IN MARXISM 

To be fair, it is necessary to state that in the most Marxist literature the identity 
of dialectic and historical methods always raised the doubts. Already in discussion of 
1895 between K. Kautsky and E. Belfort-Baks's English socialist last said that acts 
not against economic materialism and its method “...and only hyperbolic overview 
about it workability...” [7. P. 74]. In this E. Belfort-Baks saw even a withdrawal from 
the doctrine of classics from generation younger marxians as which it ranked K. Kautsky, 
G.V. Plehanov and F. Mering. However K. Kautsky has easily proved that it is a position 
of the Marxism. 

Later dispute round applicability of dialectics to history has flared with new force. 
Already A.A. Bogdanov asserted that: “It is sufficient to state this for it to become clear 
that the dialectic is not at all something universal and that it cannot become a universal 
method of cognition” [8. P. 196]. According to A.A. Bogdanov, the dialectics as a method 
taken from sphere of thinking, due to its non-universality, just cannot explain all 
the organizational phenomena. 

But by then the Marxist philosophy in Russia became already party. According 
to V.I. Lenin: “From this Marxist philosophy, which is cast from a single piece of 
steel, you cannot eliminate one basic premise, one essential part, without departing from 
objective truth, without falling a prey to bourgeois-reactionary falsehood” [9. P. 326]. 
Thereby, any criticism of Marxism, by itself, turned to “obviously false fabrications”. 
It is no wonder, as A.A. Bogdanov for the sights incompatible with Marxism in July, 
1909 has been was expelled from structure of edition of the newspaper “Proletarian”, 
and in January, 1910 — and from Central Committee RSDRP. 

But, fortunately, the Marxism always was the international phenomenon. That is 
why also discussion about identity dialectic with historical after the Second World War 
was developed already in France. In particular, in it has joined such known marxian 
as Lui Althusser who asserted that the problem with Hegel's dialectics in Marxism 
cannot be solved its simple “inversion”. At least because: “A man on his head is the 
same man when he is finally walking on his feet” [10. P. 73]. 
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If, according to L. Althusser, the Marxist dialectics “...is contrast Hegel's dialec-
tics, / ... / that this radical distinction should be shown in its essence, i.e. in its own 
definitions and structures” (Italics L. Althusser — А.А.). (“So I think that, in its 
approximation, this met aphorical expression — the 'inversion' of the dialectic — 
does not pose the problem of the nature of the objects to which a single method 
should be applied (the world of the Idea for Hegel — the real world for Marx), but rather 
the problem of the nature of the dialectic considered itself; that is, the problem of its 
specific structures; not the problem of the inversion of the 'sense' of the dialectic, but that 
of the transformation of its structures”) [11. P. 93]. However, L. Althusser has considered 
that K. Marx has already solved this problem as in its “Capital” the logic sequence 
of economic categories often contradicts real sequence of their historical occurrence. 
Because of this L. Althusser even named logic of “Capital” “antihistorical”. 

It was to be expected that this statement has caused indignation of the Soviet 
philosophers. Besides ideological counterattacks on duty, on behalf of Marxist philo-
sophy, L. Althusser has objected E.V. Ilyenkov. He has paid attention that at all distinc-
tions “...between logic and historical /.../ the history is that protoimage on which /.../ 
logic development” equals [12. P. 300]. It is necessary to distinguish only, what this 
historical “protoimage”. If it is “uncertain” set of the facts it is not clear “...what right 
we have to compare the generalisations received on the basis of one facts, with any 
other facts which were not covered by these generalisations and could not be covered” 
at all [12. P. 297], as have historically appeared later. 

If to our look something appears integral “...as developing “historical totality”, 
in this case, “...we have the right to say that theorists of the past dealt the with the same 
whole, only on another, on the lowest phase of its historical maturity” [12. P. 298]. 
And as that is a question about same, it is obvious that “the Higher stage of a historical 
maturity personally shows “pure and true” the lowest stages of development. “Human 
anatomy — a key to anatomy of a monkey”. Rather the reverse, as it is represented 
at first sight...” [12. P. 209]. 

It is possible to be surprised only that such outstanding logician as E.V. Ilyenkov 
has not paid attention that in the conditions of dialectic “inversion”, to define that 
there is the higher and that — the lowest, is possible only when development is already 
finished. Otherwise, from ascertaining of that “the doll” anatomy is a key to caterpillar 
anatomy, all of us equally learn nothing about the nature of the butterfly. 

We measure any previous “totality” from positions of today. Therefore, why do we 
believe in the fact that the past conducts us to a today's condition? Whether we “remove” 
the past how to us will like? At G.V.F. Gegel the reliable criterion for distinction is, — 
he knows, than the history will come to an end. That is why considers its any piece as 
a part of the whole. 

At the historical researcher of such possibility is not present. E.V. Ilyenkov has 
decided that the history itself eliminates all casual. But so can be only in the conditions 
of eternity. In a real history the reason of a today's condition could disappear simply 
as, for example, in the all-European fairy tale “Soup from an axe” where an axe as 
superfluous throw out, and, meanwhile, without it there would be no also a soup. Besides, 
E.V. Ilyenkov recognises himself that the past in general can be not known to us. In that 
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case that at us it turns out: we define any today's relation as “the developed true” last 
relation, we overturn this relation back, — and in the past we find something similar 
which we declare the beginning. 

And, outwardly all look like the ends at us converge quite with the ends. Here 
only, building this scheme, E.V. Ilyenkov has not considered that logic identically 
historical only in the conditions of really known end. We should to foreknow, than all 
will come to an end, before we will have an opportunity to tell that only this way logically 
conducts by such the certain end. That is why, protecting K. Marx from L. Althusser, 
and recognising that “...logic there is not that other, as truly understood historical” 
[12. P. 307], E.V. Ilyenkov, more likely, approaches us to G.V.F. Gegel, rather than to true. 
That else can mean “truly understood” with reference to history — as not understood 
from the point of view of “Absolute” that is its end, whether is it finality G.V.F. Gegel's 
system or learnt laws of historical development Marxism. In a word, E.V. Ilyenkov 
as anybody another, has shown that the materialistic understanding of history 
in Marxism, eventually, regenerates in its dialectic understanding. 

Later the discussion about identity of the logical and the historical in Marxism 
arose in connection with researching forms of value in K. Marx's “Capital” on economics 
department of MSU (2). In a word, debates on identity of two methods in the Soviet 
philosophy have never stopped. 

It would seem, in days of soviet rearrangement together with Marxism these 
problems should leave for ever. However the question on relations logic with historical 
in social studies, still, excites imagination of researchers. In particular, not so long ago 
the new decision of this problem was offered to V.O. Lobovikov. 

As he said, dialectic and historical methods do not need each other at all. “From 
this that the Marxism-Leninism philosophy is dialectic materialism, logically does not 
follow that the dialectic materialism is Marxism-Leninism philosophy”. And, hence, 
to rescue rational grain of dialectics, it is necessary faster “...to accept abstraction 
from history and to refuse a historicism principle as methodological principle of 
philosophising” [14. P. 128]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We see that, eventually, discussion about identity dialectic and historical in Marx-
ism, anyway, V.O. Lobovikov has led to a conclusion about necessity of rupture 
between two these methods. But, if for rescue of dialectics V.O. Lobovikov suggests 
to refuse a historicism as philosophising principle with even big basis for rescue of 
a historical method it is necessary to cease to subordinate history to dialectics. And not 
because one of these principles is pleasant to someone more, and someone — has less. 
That is why that G.V.F. Gegel's dialectics, what paradox it would not seem for marxians, 
inherently, is anti-historical. 

Where, in what space and time “becoming” Gegel's “being” is carried out? It was 
still Ludwig Feuerbach who paid attention that “Development without time is as much 
as development without development” [15. P. 163]. After all it only in eternity every-
thing that is possible is valid. And it only in eternity everyone “anything” if it can 
become “concept”, — to it will be obligatory. The history begin only there where 
the eternity comes to an end. Hence, the logic of eternity of G.V.F. Gegel has no rela-
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tion to history. Not for nothing, V.I. Lenin wrote that “Hegel’s logic cannot be applied 
in its given form, it cannot be taken as given” [16. P. 264]. 

That is why also G.V.F. Gegel's “logic” method, contrary to F. Engels's assurances 
be simple cannot essence of a method “historical”. In Gegel's dialectics and in the 
Marxism which adopted it “general” will always precede “general” whereas in a real 
human history, being generalisation of all of “general”, “general” never could appear 
before these last. Then that, between logical and historical not simply is absent to 
F. Engels's identity, but there is even an obvious antagonism: the dialectic method is 
deductive by its nature whereas an originally historical method can be only an 
inductive method. 

It follows from this that the historical materialism as just should be created 
new type of outlook by means of an inductive method adequate to the history. 
The dialectic materialism has given to philosophers only logic of history. Whereas 
original, instead of buried a dialectic method the historical materialism has to start 
with providing philosophie with history of the logic which can be only inductive. 

In any case, a long-term discussion about identity of the historical and the logical 
in Marxism is, by no means, not finished yet. And therefore, in our opinion, it is to be 
continued. 

© Антонов А.В., 2019 
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NOTES 

 (1) See, for example: [1. P. 36]. (“I might further draw your attention to my works, Herr Eugen 
Dühring's Revolution in Science and Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German 
Philosophy in which the account I give of historical materialism is, so far as I know, the most 
exhaustive in existence”). 

 (2) See, for example: [13. S. 16—26]. 
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ЯВЛЯЕТСЯ ЛИ МАРКСИЗМ 
ИСТОРИЧЕСКИМ МАТЕРИАЛИЗМОМ? 

А.В. Антонов 
Пермский национальный исследовательский политехнический университет 

Комсомольский проспект, 29, Пермь, Пермский край, Россия, 614990 

В статье доказывается, что исторический метод в марксизме не тождествен методу диа-
лектическому. Логика истории и логика ее анализа в марксизме совпадают не всегда. Логическое 
тождественно историческому только в вечности, как это, собственно, и происходит в работах 
Г.В.Ф. Гегеля. Вечность, в которой все возможное уже случилось, не знает истории. История только 
там и начинается, где кончается вечность. Вот почему искусственное отождествление логического 
с историческим в марксизме порой приводит к фактическим ошибкам. Неудивительно, что этот 
тезис всегда вызывал дискуссии. Главным образом они объясняются тем, что дедуктивный диалек-
тический метод, в котором общее всегда предшествует конкретному, является антиисторическим 
по своей природе. В реальной человеческой истории «всеобщее», которое является обобщением всех 
«общих», никак бы не могло возникнуть раньше этих последних. По этой причине реальный истори-
ческий материализм нуждается в индуктивном, а не в дедуктивном диалектическом методе познания. 
Только в этом случае он прекратит наконец оставаться отжившим свое советским «истматом» 
и станет реальной формой нового мировоззрения. 
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По мнению автора, партийный дух советской философии во многом способствовал консерва-
ции упомянутых аномалий. Их открытое обсуждение могло бы помочь найти действительное, 
а не унаследованное от Гегеля соотношение логического и исторического методов в марксизме. 
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